“It’s a season of contrasts,
the juxtaposition of a
menswear-inspired
pantsuit with the thrill of a
frill in Chantilly lace.”

“Chic is not
Ken Downing
‘settling’
for one’s
contemporaries;
no matter how
hot a new Fendi,
there’s always
room for an
elusive Federico
Forquet.”

Senior vice president/fashion
director, Neiman Marcus
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e’ve rounded up a bevy of style-setters, from
foodies and celebrities to fashionistas, designers,
models and pros. The goal? To hunt down the elusive definition of that four-letter French word that says so much
without saying anything at all. Le chic, c’est magnifique.

“When people
are welldressed and
don’t follow
trends, they
are relaxed
and confident
and exude
that energy
—that’s chic.”
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Phil Shalala

Doutzen Kroes

“A man’s watch
on a woman’s
wrist is just about
as chic as it gets.”
Alexandra
Epstein
Executive manager, El
Cortez Hotel & Casino
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Anne and John Schadler

“For me, chic is
something that
I have to feel.
It could be an
outfit, and at
other times it
could be my
attitude.”
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“Chic is being comfortable.
in one’s skin. For us it.
could mean trekking.
through India in shorts.
and sandals with a.
knapsack on our backs.
or dressing up in a Dolce.
& Gabbana dress and a.
Zegna suit with friends.
at dinner overlooking the.
.Sydney harbor.”.

“Chic is the ability
to blend a John
Varvatos tailored
jacket with a
vintage watch and
day-old classic
jeans.”

Benedetta Pignatelli
“Chic is not “settling” for one’s
contemporaries; no matter how hot
a new Fendi, there’s always room
for an elusive Federico Forquet.”

“Chic is beyond brand
or price and beyond
color or fabric—chic is a
way of being; it is how
one holds oneself.”
Joseph C. Federici

Vice president of merchandising,
MGM Mirage

SLUG

GOES HERE

“Chic to me is
making sure to put
a little effort into
what you’re
“Good style is
wearing,
always in the
cut for me.”
whether it’s a
Andrew
suit for a big
Tierney.
Human
function
Nature
or a pair
of shorts and a
T-shirt for
something
casual.”

“The people
who are truly
chic can do it
without much
effort at all. We
subconsciously
appreciate a
woman who
pairs her suit
with just the
right bag and
shoes, or who
pulls out a coat
from the ’70s
and makes it
look up-to-date
because she
wears her
clothes in just
the right way
and doesn’t let
them wear her.”

Phil Burton

Human Nature

“A well-tailored gray suit and
fitted black shirt is always timeless
and stylish.”

Food writer, culinary expert,
Top Chef judge

MICHAEL
SHULMAN

“Chic is
about
keeping
it simple
and not
being too
cluttered.
I like to try
different
print ties
and shirts
together.”
Toby Allen

Human Nature

“Representing your
own personal style
with timeless elegance,
even while wearing
modern marvels.”
Diane Boyle
Model

Phyllis McGuire
Fashion icon

Style guru/blogger,
shulmansays.com

I’ve always maintained
that in life it is far more
important to have a
true sense of style than
to be fashionable. As
a matter of fact, being
fashionable requires only
that one keep a slim
physique, a Platinum
Card and a personal
shopper. Possessing
style—that which is
defined by the MerriamWebster dictionary as
“a distinctive manner of
expression”—is not only
more indicative of one’s
true personality, but
requires true insight into
one’s psyche. It’s about
following not the leader,
but oneself—and this is
rarely easy.
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Gail Simmons

Julie Sirianni

Assistant manager, Intermix

Lacy Schorr
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“Chic is
confidence,
spontaneity and
timelessness
without overthinking—which
applies to food,
fashion or
design!”

“Confidence and kindness
are the chicest accessories
a girl can bring with her to
any party. A little Chanel
never hurt anyone, either.”

Fashionista

Michael TierneY Human Nature

“My definition of chic
is based on a thought
by Edith Head, who
designed a classic
dress worn by Audrey
Hepburn in Sabrina, of
which she remarked,
‘If it had been worn by
someone with no chic,
it would never have
become a style.’”

So, following are a few
of my favorite quotes on
the subject—and some
advice:
“I don’t pay attention to
trends. Trends are just
the moment. Great style
is what lasts.”—Kalinka
“Style is knowing who
you are, what you want
to say, and not giving a
damn.”—Gore Vidal
“Fashions fade. Style is
eternal.”—Yves Saint
Laurent

“There is nothing
more chic than
a feeling of
happiness and
harmony.”
Oleksandra
Ruffin

Former model

“I’ve always been about
style for people, not,
‘You’re going to wear this
outfit....’ It is the way you
put yourself together and
the imagination—not
buying this number off
the rack, but the way you
wear it.”—Ralph Lauren

“Any woman
who can
work all
day, party
all night
and look
amazing
doing
it is the
definition
of chic
to me!”
Annie Ford
Danielson

Makeup trend artist
and brand authority,
Benefit Cosmetics
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